
LEVELS: Large lot of early to late model 
Mason’s, Carpenter’s and Machinist’s levels 
in various lengths and by makers like Stanley, 
Stratton Bros., Pool, Watts, Harmon, Chapin, 
Lambert and Mullican, Disston, Davis and 
others. Inclinometers by Melick, Gibson, Helb, 
and more.
PLANES: Makers including Stanley, Union, 
Palmers and Storke, Miller Falls, and others. 
Stanley 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 45, 55, 171, and other 
Stanley plane models. Beautiful Boxwood and 
Maple Greenslade Plow plane.
MISCELLANEOUS: Breast drills; push 
drills; Stanley 77 dowel cutter; hatchets; 
broad axe heads; draw knives; miscellaneous 
hand tools; tobacco plug cutters; tip cutters; 
cigar box openers; miter boxes, fixed and 
collapsible; Lufkin store display; Stanley dove-
tailed oak w/roll up front door counter top 
display cabinet; scrapers including Stanley 
and other makers; shaper; squares: Stanley, 
Bridge Tools; assortment of spice tins; 
uncommon angle divider by Coe; wrenches…
large lot of adjustable and non-adjustable 
by many makers; bevel squares… unusual 
models by several makers; beautiful Stanley 
router/planer in original box; Ultimatum 
Style Braces by Marples, Hodgson, Willey; 
hardware catalogs and reference books on 
many tool subjects; drill indexes by several 
makers; corner vise and door vise; a number 
of decorative styles of plumb bobs; foot 

power wheel; tool boxes… misc. sizes including a gun smith toolbox 
full of tools; large number of wooden and bone folding rulers by makers 
such as Stanley, Chaplin, Lufkin, Upson Nut, Stephans, C.S., Zenith, 
Standard, Stearns and Rabone, Stanley 87, 89 and many others; other 
unique tools by miscellaneous makers.

Lunch Served
TERMS OF SALE: ID is required in order to receive bid numbers. 
We accept cash or good checks only…NO CARDS, and we are not 
responsible in the case of accident or theft. Thank you.
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